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AVI opens franchise in Atheltic
ALLISON BURKET
Senior Staff Reporter
The food service venue at the
Kenyon Athletic Center has been
fully operational since Monday
serving fresh food and drink under
the management of AVI
The venue named Xtraction
for the fruit juice it serves as part of
its goals of offering healthy variety
now offers a number of fresh foods
including smoothies sushi salads
wraps and fruit alongside the pack-
aged food and power drinks that have
been available for the past week
I think the original concept
was not to have vending said Chief
Business Manager Dave McConnell
We wanted to be focused on healthy
options promoting a healthier lite-
style Surveys were done before break
and I think the menu is a direct result
of student input
Weve implemented a menu
that we think students would like
said AVI Resident Director Mel
Weltle Around 1 50 to 1 80 students
were surveyed Everything that
people wanted we were pretty much
able to accommodate
According to Weltle the sushi
is a direct result of student demand
85 percent wanted to see sushi So
we brought in a sushi company from
Greer SC and we now have someone
on staff rolling sushi seven days a
week 1 1 hours a day
Students can now choose among
options such as California rolls eel
and cucumber calamari salad sea-
weed salad and miso soup
The other thing people really
wanted to see was smoothies said
Weltle pointing to their variety of
fruit and yogurt options Feedback
so far has been really really good
Along with food and drink
the cafe is selling various pieces of
Kenyon merchandise as well as some
sports equipment such as tennis balls
and swimming goggles all of which
are provided by the bookstore
AVI and the bookstore have also
worked together to allow students to
use their bookstore debit accounts to
make purchases Part of the plan-
ning process was putting in the cash
system service so that students can
use their account there said McCo-
nnell who emphasized the intended
convenience of that option
One of the things weve wanted
to establish is a one- card environ-
ment continued McConnell elabo-
rating on his ideas for the future
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ARAMARK was going to charge
the College a lot of money for that
so the College was experimenting
with the idea of working with the
Middle Ground
Several months ago the Col-
lege asked us if we would like to
do it and we said sure said Joel
Gunderson owner and operator
of the Middle Ground Cafe We
see AVI page 2
Kevin Guckes
rolls and eel and cucumber
and are thus incapable of getting
rid of it Village Solicitor Ken
Lane responded that the Betas
do not need a title to have the
truck removed from their prop-
erty To incentivize the removal
of the truck Cubie suggested
levying fines in the case which
can be set at up to 100 a day
Village Council also set the
date for the annual Dumpster
Day for May 6 authorizing
1500 to pay for costs
Council also approved
spending 6200 to haul sludge
to approved fields before crops
are planted Emmert and Mc-
Donald asked for all of the
sludge to be hauled now so
that the Village does not have
to pay later when prices have
see Council page 3
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Village Council elucidates problems with appearance
Council discusses taking action on serveral properties that have issues with unsightly waste in lawns twofrat properties mentioned in talks
Ideally we would have a card swipe
system that we can open to local
merchants like the Middle Ground
and the Deli so students who have
a debit account can use it at those
places too
The stands partial opening last
week followed by this weeks change
to normal operating hours has been
slowed only by a few minor problems
There had been a glitch in getting
the proper license explained Mc
s
The new AVI stand in the Kcnvon Athletic
clean up debris on the property
Emmert said that although the
premises have improved more
debris needs to be removed
Additionally Emmert reported
the commission requested that a
full- time maintenance person be
hired for the property
Kevin Guckes
Connell with one or two minor
things not taken into account in the
original design such as a required
three- hole sink
Another issue has been the con-
fusion that surrounded the decision
to award AVI the contract to manage
the venue
We believe that if there is a
food service provider on campus
it should be the one to run a venue
like that explained McConnell
Center now sells sushi such as California
Emmert also stated a simi-
lar problem around the duplex
apartment at 204 East Wiggin
Street owned by Jennifer and
Michael Farmer Emmert stated
that he told the residents to
clean up the apartment 10 days
ago but there are problems once
again Emmert said that the next
step might be to call the Knox
County Health Department
which can levy fines in certain
circumstances
Both cases Emmert said are
due to the owners and student
residents who do not take care
of the properties
Councilwoman Betsy Heer
also noted that there is a con-
siderable amount of lawn waste
in front of the Phi Kappa Sigma
fraternitys Pink House Village
Administrator Rob McDonald
said that the waste could be
taken care of with reasonable
ease
Councilwoman Audra Cu-
bie said that the Beta Theta
Pi fraternity still had their old
pickup truck near the lodge
Cubie said that the truck needs
to be removed from the property
Cubie was told that Assistant
Director of Security and Safety
Bob Hooper said that the Betas
do not have a title to the truck
BY SEAN RYAN
Staff Reporter
At their April meeting Mon-
day evening Gambiers Village
Council discussed multiple is-
sues related to the Villages ap-
pearance
On what continues to
be a problem Mayor Kirk Em-
mert said during his report
that the Zoning Commission
strongly requested that the
owner of the Duff Street apart-
ments commonly called the
Milk Cartons Bob Rauzi
In Memoriam
i
f 1
This week marks the one- year anniversary of the death of Colin Boyarski 08 Students remember him by reliving in-
side jokes such as the Colin Library or by lighting candles in his name on the altar in the Church of the Holy Spirit
The Sophmore Class Commitee will plant a tree in his memory today at 430 pm in the Freshman Quad
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Did you know that being able to hold youAVI sports sushi and smoothies liquor is a sign or increased
tolerance to Alcohol and can indicate the
onset of dependence Y T A J A
FRIDAY THE 7TH Saturday the Bth
2 Dollar Movie Night
Ice Age II 920pm
V for Vendetta 940pm
Failure to Launch 915pm
Shuttles start leaving for the
theater 845pm
BATTLE OF THE
BANDS
the Horn Gallery
930- 1
Come and rock- out withKenyons Finest
also free Food and Drinks
ness plans 3- 4 weeks prior to spring
break We submitted ours and we
were awarded it he said
We wanted the food service
provider to be running it explained
McConnell so as part of the transi-
tion to AVI we worked that out
It s out of our hands now
Gunderson said Weve sort of
washed our hands of the issue and
were not too upset at this point
Some students expressed con-
cern over the choice of AVI fearing
that the options for fresh food would
be limited The feedback this week
however has been mostly positive
and many students seemed pleasantly
surprised
Denise Salmons operations
administrative assistant agreed that
everything has been a success so far
Students just love the sushi Theyre
having a lot of fun with it and its just
flying off the shelves Smoothies have
went over really well too
Weltle said that he invites stu-
dents to visit his office or contact
him directly if they have complaints
or suggestions Our process has
been to start of kind of slow and
when students make suggestions we
can do something with that
Weltle described his hope to
develop and expand the cafe even
further this summer including the
possibility of purchasing a larger
juice extractor based on student
input so far
CONTINUED from page 1
sat in on several meetings with
the architects but then when
it came closer to the time it was
going to open we met with Dave
McConnell and he said he was in
a quandary
The food service provider
contractually has a right to any
food service venue on campus I
think is what we were told contin-
ued Gunderson which apparently
superseded the agreement we had
made before AVI was even hired
Weltle was unclear about the
selection process and did not know
of any prior agreements made
The College was accepting busi
Sign up on the 2nd floor of the SAC by 400 pm on Friday
Tips for Parties For Host and Guest
Party Guest Tips
1 Only accept unopened cans arid bottles Beverages
thot come in sealed containers are much safer than
r x d drinks
2 If you order a mixed drink watch the person who
rixes it
The stolen portrait of Chef Williams
ALLISON BURKET
Staff Reporter
p- rty Host Regulati
feast lincC
so be i
in a paper bag So that Friday we
served chicken patties and chicken
nuggets
We actually looked for a chick-
en costume in Columbus and we
were going to have Chef Mike dress
up as a chicken and serve the patties
and nuggets said Weltle but he
added that they couldnt find one
The question remains Will
they be a permanent part of the
menu from now on We can prob-
ably offer them a couple more times
this year said Weltle
hold Williams picture ransom
We decided to have a little fun
with it said Weltle Following the
theft several signs appeared in the
dining hall including one expressing
the unwillingness to compromise
with picture- stealers and one offer-
ing a reward of a catered meal for a
student and 12 friends for any infor-
mation on the missing photo
Soon after according to Weltle
We got a phone message asking to
meet Chef Mike by the fireplace at
6 pm and there was his portrait
Soon after returning from
spring break students and AVI
employees alike were surprised
upon walking into Pcirce Hall
to find Executive Chef Michael
Williams picture missing from the
wall ofstaffportraits and replaced
with a rough illustration and a
ransom note
The ransom note was ask-
ing for more chicken patties and
chicken nuggets explained Mel
Welde resident director who was
quite taken aback by the strange
request We did tons of surveys
ahead of time and one thing we
got a lot of was No processed
meat
So we make everything from
scratch but every week we would
get dozens ofcomment cards ask-
ing for chicken patties and chicken
nuggets
Peirce had served chicken
nuggets a few times this semester
but never chicken patties which
led several unknown students to
March 29 April 5 20Q6
Mar 29 1 159pm Fireworks being set off near Acland Apartments
Mar 30 1229am Medical call regarding injured student Student
transported by friend to the hospital for X- rays
Mar 31 114am Underage consumption of alcohol by non- student at
Lewis Hall
Mar 31 424pm Non injury vehicle accident on Gaskin Avenue
Sheriff s office notified
Mar 31 512pm Hit- skip vehicle accident at Eaton Center parking
lot Sheriffs office notified
Mar 31 937pm Drug paraphenalia found at Old Kenyon
Mar 311 142pm Underage possession of alcohol at Lewis Hall
Apr 1 1254am Fire extinguisher discharged at Old Kenyon
Maintenance was notified for clean up
Apr 1 207am Drugsparaphenalia between Norton Hall and
Watson Hall
Apr 1 3 10am Burnt envelope on door at McBride Residence
Apr 1 445am Vandalism to ceiling tile at Old Kenyon
Apr 1 447am Vandalism to vacuum cleanet at Old Kenyon
Apr 1 51 1am Fire alarmpull station pulled at McBride Residence
No smoke or fire found and alarm was reset
Apr 1 9 14pm Suspicious vehiclepersons at College Park Persons
complied with request to leave the area
Apr 2 554am Theft of items from vehicle parked outside fire
department Sheriff s office notified
Apr 2 324am Vandalismwindows broken in storage closet at
Performance Art on the Hill
Weaver Cottage
Apr 2410am
Residence
Apr 2 418am
Apr 2 554pm
Kenyon
Apr 4 335pm
Underage consumption of alcohol at McBride
Burnt paper on door at Mather Residence
Vandalism water dumped into room at Old
Underage possession of alcohol at Manning Hall
fff r7
i v i
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Apr 4 1 149pm Vandalismwindow broken at the Art Barn
Have your finger on the pulse of
Kenyon College
e- mail baughmand
Then write for News
Kevin Cluckcs
Nathan Grover 06 inacts the miracle of birch for all to witness amoungst the angels that float in front of Rosse Hall
Nathans piece is part of the week of performance art organized by Andy Braddock 06
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COUNCIL street paving
Registrars Office makes materials available to students
Pre- registration materials including registration forms and course catalogues are now available for students
to pick up in the Registrars Office
Students must register for their fall semester 2006 courses on or before April 19 2006 Students will be
able to register after the deadline but they will be at a great disadvantage when schedules are produced Once
students have registered they should be able to access their completed schedules via the Registrar s website no
later than April 25 2006
An adddrop period will follow the dissemination of the schedules and will extend from April 25 until May
5 After this period students must wait until they return in the fall to add or drop classes for that semester
The Registrars Office also reminds rising juniors that they must declare their majors by April 19 as well
Students wishing to declare their majors must get the signatures of advisors in the program as well as the sig-
nature of the chair of the department in which they want to declare Forms for declaring are available outside
the Registrars office
Kenyon to hold Honors Day Convocation
Kenyon is set to hold the annual Honors Day Convocation on Tuesday April 11 2006
All students are welcome to attend the annual event which will begin at 1045 in the morning Partica
pants are to gather in front of Rosse Hall at 1030 or in the basement of Rosse if it is raining on the day of the
Convocation
The annual event is a time for the college to recognize students of high academic achievement students who
have shown special talent and those who have demonstrated an outstanding commitment to Kenyon College
or the larger community This ceremony is also used as a time to grant honorary degrees to a small number of
Kenyon alumni who have made some extraordinary achievement after their graduation from Kenyon
The Convocation will also cause a change in the morning schedule of classes on Tuesday Classes that usually
meet at 8 10 am will meet at 800 am and end at 900 am Those classes that usually meet at 940 am will
meet at 9 1 0 am and will end at 1 0 1 0 am to allow those students attending the Convocation time to make
schedule ofafternoon classes however will remain unchangedi it to the ceremony before it begins The
season are Scott Lane between
Gaskin Lane and Ackland Street
and Allen Drive
Cubie also said that the
committee began an exploratory
discussion of the appropriate-
ness of a stop sign at Meadow
Lane and East Wiggin Street
Referring to the speed at which
people travel that stretch of East
Wiggin Street Heer facetiously
stated One gets a good
head of steam going down the
hill Why would you want to
stop that
Council discussed for a
long period the Streets and
Utilities Committees idea to
add sidewalks to the west side
of Route 308 above Kokosing
Drive Councilwoman Liz For-
man suggested that in order to
save money the Village should
perhaps think about installing
a chip path instead of a full
concrete sidewalk Councilman
Tom Stamp stated that there
were once sidewalks in that area
and that one can still notice
them along Route 308
CONTINUED from page 1
increased
5800 was also approved for
the purchase of 25 replacement
pit meters which will improve
the ability of the Village to track
its water loss rate Emmert said
that he would later like to replace
an additional 50 pit meters
Councilman Lee Cubie pre-
sented the Streets and Utilities
Committee Report in which
he outlined a number of infra-
structure plans for the upcom-
ing year Cubie announced that
the committee has decided that
repaving Kokosing Drive is this
years first priority for summer
paving McDonald said that
the last time estimates were
made they came in at 23000
McDonald however noted that
prices have gone up considerably
but he hoped the estimate would
still be under 25000 so that
the contract could be directly
awarded to save time According
to Cubie the committees other
priorities for the summer paving
The American Lung Association Can Help Undergraduate Summer
Business Institute 9 Simon
CO
wMer you are a current college student or a newly minted
graduate its time to mix business with pleasure
Discover exotlng opportunities in business
Get a head start on your career patfi
Three- week program Inciides cour s In Uvee areas
general management marketing and accounting and finance
Oppor unities to network and iearn from area CEOs
Enrollment is W typly nowi Application DeaJme April R M
50 tuition fecoiint if appin before Mardi H M
or id ore mforatattioa cwtad us at 58HJ33Joroto
wTriimonrtxlifStejduitaerinstihite
WANT TO QUIT SMOKING IN 2006
We can help with that WWWFFSONLINEORG
Freedom From SmokingOniline a FREE Quit- Smoking program that is
available 24 hours a day on your own schedule from your own home
Register today to begin your journey toward a smoke- free life
Quality Information When You Need It Most
AMERICAN SIMONHealthy V1 wwwohiolungorg For your nearest lungASSOCIATION aown MKXKCt yi
j u
NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITYSUMMER SESSION
REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 10
wwwnorthwesternedusummer
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jjey thats my bike Take
TWi iRi- CRac pi Not wanting to leave my poor bikeunattended for long I was forced
to settle for leaving him a strongly
worded note about why he would
not be finding my bike where he
had left it I proceeded to carry my
bike up to my seminar on the second
floor of Hayes where the two of us
enjoyed a productive class
I have since been told that this
person whom I have never met did
not mean to steal my bike and feels
bad about the whole th ing I suppose
its conceivable that he only encoun-
tered my bike after it was ridden
somewhere and left there by some
intermediary person although I still
wonder exactly what it was about my
bike that made him think I wouldnt
want it back In any case boy who
stole my bike and I know you
are out there for your sake I will
assume that you obtained my bike
through some misunderstanding
but nevertheless I recommend that
you keep your distance from me You
are lucky I did not find you
Sadly I am far from being
the only person on campus who
has experienced this sort of thing
Probably everyone on campus can
think of someone whos had their
bike stolen and hardly a day goes by
when we dont all walk past at least
one ignoble abandoned bike care-
lessly ditched somewhere Currently
there is one behind the art barn On
such a small campus it really does
not seem unreasonable to expect a
little more respect both for bikes
and for each other
I am part of Activists United
and we are proposing a system that
could help to rectify this situation
We are working to establish a Yel-
low Bike system with community
bikes left around campus for ev
a yellow one
eryone to use This plan originated
from concerns over excessive student
driving on campus seriously you
dont need to drive to Peirce for din-
ner and is intended to help curb
bike theft or borrowing as well
Yellow bikes will be placed around
campus They will have the Kenyon
College Community Bike System
Logo which can be seen on posters
throughout campus and also on
the bikes themselves You can pick
them up from anywhere ride them
to wherever you are going and leave
them for the next person Its simple
and kind everything we came to
Kenyon expecting
This type of program was on
campus in the 20012002 school
year and was run by Adam Booth
and Michael Guckes both class of
03 The then- Purple Bikes were
a project run by the Kenyon Bike
Shop They had four bikes but when
the bike shop got them back two of
the bikes had been torn apart and
the other two had been rendered
equally unusable It is sad that this
would even be an issue at Kenyon
This program has been successful
at campuses such as Carleton and
Oberlin and also in major cities such
as Portland Oregon I would love to
see Kenyon step up to the plate and
be responsible about this
While I feel these bikes are
certainly a step in the right direc-
tion the issue is still demonstrative
of a greater problem at Kenyon a
general lack of consideration for
others and a self- centered laziness
What happened when these bikes
were around before We have all
heard admissions say that this is a
community where everyone is safe
and kind but what does this bike
issue even say about us
the something that
ship home
Wo hlp anything onywtioro
Kenyon
needs vou
Last week we used this space to
rebuff the claim of what we thought
was a misguided journalist who
called a significant portion of this
campus stupid We wrote based
on the belief that Kenyon students
care about their community and
participate in efforts to improve
it While we still believe that no
one at Kenyon is stupid another
adjective comes to mind lacka-
daisicaL
By this we mean diat many
4 Kenyon students are losing intcr-
T est in non- academic life here We
upperclassmen initially all found organiza-
tions and activities that interested us But
somewhere between too many Friday
nights spent listening to sub- par music
and too many caffeine- fueled 4 am cram
sessions we became jaded and lazy We
forgot wiry we became involved in the first
place We stopped caring
Its hard to believe that this so- called
liberal activist campus has stopped caring
about itself But the signs are everywhere
The Yearbook Committee has spent
the last year begging students especially
graduating seniors to submit photos yet
students cannot take five minutes to re-
spond regarding a book that is a tribute to
them and their experiences at Kenyon
This problem cannot be blamed
on the old salts who have weathered too
many storms here to care anymore The
more disturbing trend is that with each
class people seem to care less This was a
rough recruiting year for many organiza-
tions It has been hard to find first- years
who are willing to dedicate themselves to
exnacurriculars
No organization is safe from this lack
of enthusiasm Even the oldest organiza-
tion on campus the CollegLm and our
detractors may see this as an unabashed
advertisement is severely understaffed
and does its job every week only by the
efforts of a relatively small group of very
dedicated individuals
Does any of this have a point you
ask It does and this is it Elections for
student government are taking place this
week and there are six candidates for six
positions It is obvious by the amount of
allstu- complaints that people have opin-
ions but how on a campus of 1600 can
only six people be willing to try and make
the changes that we all want to see It is
only through student government posi-
tioas that students have a voice that can
be heard by die administration
A wise parent once warned us diat
Ifyou dont vote you forfeit the right to
complain What dcxs it mean if people
are unwilling to get involved to die extent
necessary to change die campus dynam ic
Is this dearth of enthusiasm due to an
admissions process that is increasing SAT
scores regardless ofconsequences or have
we as students just become lackadaisical
ELLEN PIERSON
StaffColumnist
I now have a whole new ap-
preciation for the name of Ethan
Hawkes fake and unimpressive
band Hey Thats My Bike from Re
ality Bites Sometime during the fall
my bike disappeared from outside
my apartment I had been meaning
to get a lock for it but hadnt gotten
around to it in time and hadnt
really thought that anyone would
take it anyway I sent out allstus and
kept an eye out for it but after a while
figured I wouldnt see it again
One day earlier this semester
though as I was walking to semi-
nar I happened to glance over my
shoulder only to see a kid riding
toward Higley on a strangely fam-
iliarlooking bike After wasting
about thirty valuable seconds gaping
in disbelief I came to my senses and
shouted hey as I ran after him He
hopped off my bike dropped it on
the ground by the bike- rack didnt
even bother to place it gently that
jerk and walked inside
I confirmed by way of the St
Christophers medallion that my
mother had attached to it when I
was in 5th grade that this was in fact
my bike I stormed into Higley after
this kid intent on publicly humili-
ating him but could not find him
Dear Editor
In response to No Dis-
crimination okay Since when
Mar 30 2006 I think that its
wonderful to see the numbers of
motivated college- bound young
women increasing but I also
think that it only perpetuates
the problem of fewer young men
applying to college to have gen-
eralizations about male attitudes
and reduce cultural expectations
about higher education to a
larger emphasis on sports and
money and getting on the fast
track I feel that it does a disser-
vice to all college applicants when
it is assumed that young women
are having to suffer because
men have decided that college
is not as important to them as it
once was
In my experience Kenyon
is an institution that is full of
motivated and intelligent people
of both genders If college were
really that unimportant to men
I dont think you would find
this sort of academic community
here
Jeremy Sher 09
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Debating the delectable
Y
Kirsten Reach
Charles Djordjevic 07 opens die great Latkes versus Hamantaschen Debate last week
The cultural and historical significance of die food was a central point of the discussion
Sex the Country
Im your first you re my last you re my prospie
BY KIRSTEN REACH
Senior Features Editor
Few debates have so much hing-
ing on them began Charles Djordjevic
07 as he opened the second annual
Latkes versus Hamantaschcn Debate
between Professor of Humane Studies
Tim Shutt and Russell Sherman 07
Held in Peirce Lounge at 730 pm
on April 1 this event featured both
traditional Jewish dishes latkes or
to the gentiles fried potato pancakes
and hamantaschen triangular cookies
filled with fruit prepared by AT and
sponsored by Hillel
The contestants were graded on
formality wit audience response and
presentation They were awarded bonus
points for fashion sense referencing Dcr-
rida using the term significr or creative
use of the phrase yo manna which
Djordjevic added must not be thrown
in willy- nilly but used constructively
in their argument After polling the
audience Djordjevic awarded Shutt the
bonus fashion points and several audi-
ence members loudly remarked upon
his plaid shirt
As he had won the coin toss Shutt
kicked ofFthe debate with four minutes
defending hamantaschen He seized
Djordjevics yo mama points staring
that women were an important part of
Jewish history He launched into the
Book ofEsther andastoryofthe Feast of
Purim He stressed that hamantaschen
are celebratory and that potatoes and
onions are everyday foods
Sherman also began his rebuttal
with Esther who he stated was a very
nice lady Im sure but she was not
known because she was intelligent or
beautiful Sherman asked the audience
why Esther was famous and they hap-
pily responded that she was known for
being good in bed Professor Shutt has
just made the claim that you should
vote for hamantaschen because women
are good in bed Sherman proclaimed
He then pointed out that potatoes are
fertile and after all is there anything
BY ELIZABETH MEYERS
Guest
AND COOPER FLEISHMAN
Columnists
more feminine dian the potato
Shutt responded in hisone- minute
rime slot that he was indeed arguing diat
women are good in bed What could be
more worthy ofcelebration Celebrat-
ing die joys of married life is part of
Judaism now and ever
Sherman was dien permitted his
four minutes He explained diat latkes
originate within the Book of Judith
and are referenced in die Bible unlike
hamantaschen In fact Judidi defeated
die Assyrian captain Holofemes by sruft-
inghim so full oflatkes diat lie could not
move Sherman asked Ls diere anydiing
more Jewish dian diat
Sherman also stated that potatoes
were die only thing growing in Poland
duringthe winter He asserted diat Shutt
had not even mentioned latkes toppings
and challenged his opponent to say ten
words about applesauce He added
Their final instruction in cooking is fry
until crispy Sherman believes no foods
diat follow this recipe can be wrong
Shutt began his rebuttal by suiting
that potatoes didnt grow in Poland in
winter turnips did And Shutt said
latkes are not circular at which point he
walked over to the buffet table grabbed
a particularly amorphous latke and held
it up for the audience to inspect While
hamantaschen were not technically
mentioned in the Book ofEsther they
were one ofthe Books key point hidden
sweets Shutt reported
Sherman rose for his one- minute
defense and joked In ancient Poland
turnips were called potatoes He added
that the latkes didnt have time to dress
up pretty because they were working-
class
Sherman also stated that haman-
taschen is Yiddish for Hammonds
pockets though people usually say it
is named after Hamans hat He also
responded to Shutts assertion that the
Book of Esther promotes nonviolence
Jewish people especially in the last
hundred years have not exacdy been all
about the nonviolence he retorted Fur-
thermore Sherman asserted the Book of
out The level capll be 70 Its gonna
Judith has a better mother figure abetter
way to end a war and lots more food He
then proceeded to pull the prune from
his hamantasch asserting that they
could insert anything in here Latkes he
said are a more up- front food
Shutt brought up that haman-
taschen may be named after Hainans
ears He cited an unnamed friend who
he insisted he trusts
The debate evolved into proletar-
ians latkes versus universal peace and
love hamantaschen Sherman said
diat A vote for hamantaschen is a vote
for terrorism while latkes bleed red
white and blue
Shutt stated that die Jews created
a light for their friends in the Persian
empire Hamantaschen represent right-
eousness compassion and a commit-
ment to the unpriviledged unmatched
by any other culture he claimed And
lastly Potatoes come from the Inca
highlands not famous as a Jewish
heartland area
Near the end of the evening Shutt
finally said ten words about applesauce
technically more than ten words I
have not commented on applesauce nor
have I discussed sour cream nor cinna-
mon or for that matter red herring
As the debate concluded everyone
cheered so loudly that Djordjevic had to
poll the audience twice before he could
declare a winner In the end Sherman
triumphed
It was a decisive victory said
Djordjevic
I personally am a fan of hamen-
taschen and thus I believe that Shutt
who did an amazing job deserved to
win But I adore latkes as well and I am
pleased that they received their acknowl-
edgement said Jessie Rubenstein 08
Hillel House Co- Manager
I feel that an important issue was
serried and I hope that the echoes that
resound throughout the world dont
cause too much panic said Sherman
about his victory This is a time for
unity and I consider myself a uniter
not a divider
be totally sw33t After we got sick ofj
Remember the very first week of school here Remember the insecu-
rity the timidity the need for affection and a sense ofbelonging Bands
of freshman hallmates stuck together wide- eyed and wasted scouring
campus for a welcoming environment Once there friends would drop
like flies pairing up with sketchy dudes exposing their vulnerability and
eagerness to assimilate into this alien terrain
One young lady stands alone Her group has disbanded One is cur-
rently locking lips on a dingy couch and the others are in similar situations
Our heroine is desperate searching arduously for a mate Its not even for
fun anymore This is a war She refuses to be singled out
At the apex of- despair and the height of drunkenness our young
woman decides to lower the bar Peripherals in action she catches the eye
of a guy who somehow looks even mote awkward and out of place than
she doesThen inhibitions spent she makes her move
So talking leads to touching and touching leads to grinding culmi-
nating in the inevitable drunken make- out sesh in the public eye of the
dance floor But this epic night wont end here The details are lost in a
drunken haze and she wakes up the next morning in an empty bed Reach-
ing in the pocket of the sweatshirt she stole theres a high school hall pass
with a hastily scrawled phone number on it His name is Brad
He was a prospie a junior in high school not a day older than 1 6
She knew there was something strange about their encounter his clumsy
hands his scared- puppy eyes his lack of body hair Our heroine conies
to the appalling realization that shes just deflowered a kid whose mom
still cleans his room
Now some might argue that this is a situation that should be dis-
couraged Others however would recognize this as the best form of
publicity our college can offer What could possibly be more convincing
than the promise of drunken hanky panky to prospective students Other
schools have caught on Oberlin for instance takes a clothing optional
policy during visit days Grinnell supplies contraceptives to prospies along
with visitation brochures and cute campus maps Denisons admissions
office only requires that applicants have been soundly rejected from
Kenyon
Due to this competition what our campus needs is a progressive
step forward in the admissions department Not only will this benefit
our reputation as a friendly and accessible campus but our students will
glow with the pride of having an undeniable say-
Besides who better to hook up with than a fresh eager face If they
end up at their safety school the possibility is high that theyll never be
seen again What could be better than a nostr- ingsattached sheet shaking
with the extra allure of a little jail time And hey no one denies that the
potential for drama is astoundingly high in a community this tiny
We do concede that some minor setbacks might occur He could
wind up on campus and exchange a few awkward glances with you but
youd have the satisfaction of seeing him high- five his friends whenever
you pass by
So the moral of this story All things considered if you cant keep
it in your pants keep it in the family Kenyon we feel might very well be
the biggest most incestuous family in our little heart- shaped state
Actually this is a lie
This one too
Friday night the most happening party happened to be in my room where my I33t friends and I had a rockin
LAN party I totally pwned th3se nubs We ate OOdles of Fritos and played IVolY til 3 am I cant wait til the
Burning Crusade expansion comes
that game we switched to Counterstrike the original not this new source tor nubs
Im not tOO sure about this but I heard that over on the quad some dudes were reading an autographed copy
ofEnders Game and I even heard they read it out loud and made a podcast I was going to go over there but I got
distracted when someone on my hall started playing Wu- Tang Clan Cash rules
Saturday night I started to feel angsty went through my ex- girlfriends livejournal entries and found her new
boyfriend on Facebook He looks like a complete douche In fact I checked out his scores online and he didnt even
make top ten in Yahoo pool I drank a forty of King Cobra and to ch33r myself up downloaded more Battlestar
Galactica Then I grabbed my friends down the hall and we got out our decks and played Magic the Gathering
One of my friends had Ravnica the newest base edition of AG so that was totally sw33t tOO although he
didnt have the Theme Deck only some Starters
Then I read some Nietzsche and thought about how my existence is meaningless I IMed Kenyon Into but no
one responded I called my parents to tell them I might get a B in Translating Contemporary Greek Into Anglo-
Saxon and they said okay I checked the Registrar webpage every twelve minutes to make sure they hadnt posted
any new classes
work Warhammer but roommate kicked me out and I had to sleep on a couchI was going to on my army my
in the common room I fell asleep with the latest Write Dwarf on my face Man I cant wait for the new orks to
come out WAAAUUGH The preview for the Big- Mek looked so hardcore not like this stupid
1 1- yearold
and asked if I wanted of his old school Marines Then I decided towho came up to me the other day to buy some
enter a Bloodbowl tournament
The weekend wasnt a total loss the next morning I checked Ebay and found out I won a copy of Fantastic
Four 5 Plus Kenyon Info told me later that Nietzsche is wrong because were all special Anyway dont be a red
shirt live long and prosper
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ognize the need for the roman charm their way through a script
rather thanBY RYAN MERRILL
Staff Writer
tic comedy
i love it as Basically its 10
an art form
which is Things I Hate About
why u pains you with Amanda
me so much
to see the Bynes dressed as a
act The di-
rection isnt
really there
Please God
go see som-
ething else
And yet
people go
see it Terry
Bradshaw
was the ac-
ting high
What does
boy With jokes about
her dressed as a boy
For two hours
genre torn
to shreds by
excrement
such as the
new Mat
years that didnt come from Pixar
So in this new age where the title
of Alpha Wolf in the childrens
animation world is up for grabs
Fox certainly makes a splendid
case with the long- awaited Ice Age
2 Returning is the eclectic yet
wonderful voice cast of the first
film nicely augmented with the
unusual yet effective choices of
actors like Seann William Scott
Queen Latifah Jay Leno and Will
Arnett The writing and direction
are just as strong as the first movie
despite a new script team and a
new full- fledged director Carlos
Saldanha co- directed the first film
with Chris Wedge In a day where
childrens movies are becoming
more and more adult its nice
to have a refreshing and fun movie
like this at the forefront
Shes The Man
Anyone who saw Twelfth
Night here earlier this semester is
required by law to see this film
Basically its 10 Things I Hate
About You with Amanda Bynes
dressed as a boy With jokes about
her dressed as a boy For two hours
But even though I sound patron-
izing as Shakespearean updates
go its really rather good Yes its a
stupid little lowbrow comedy but
so was Twelfth Night in its time
Who knows Maybe 500 years
from now well be doing dramatic
readings of Shes The Man as high
art laughing along with Viola and
Sebastian and Olivia and that
wacky Duke yes in the movie
his name is just Duke Kudos for
finally making Shakespeare dumb
again Its about time
Ah March Other than
Thanksgiving Christmas the
May- August Summer Blockbuster
season and the Oscar runs of
January its the best part of the
moviegoers calendar Either the
filmgoers have no expectations
whatsoever or the movies got
hosed by their production compa-
nys schedule It truly is a magical
time And frankly unable to pick
one movie for this column I deT
cided a sampling if you will of
the current line- up would be most
beneficial So without any more
ado lets get crackaIacki- ng
Failure To Launch
I more than anyone rec
light of this movie
that say
thew Mc
ConaugheySarah Jessica Parker
movie Failure To Launch As Im
sure countless other reviewers
have noted it seems like the title
is a cry of warning not just to
the audience but to all involved
WARNING This movie makes
poor half jokes and they try to
Ice Age The Meltdown
Disney is dead I know I hate
to admit it more than most but
we all need to face facts Chicken
Little was their best film in five
this
x n im mhr
v T
nui o u u u y uo 0 0 0
Kacv Cosse
ART SHOW
Pictures from senior art major Liz Mays Animals Unseen currently hang in Olin
Art Gallery through Saturday April 8 Mays work is featured along with the senior
exercises of Katie Mikulla and Kaitlin Skilken Next Monday April 10 from 7 to 9
pm in Olin Art Gallery will be the opening reception for the senior exercises of Ryan
Baier Tina Carr and Rachel Wolfson
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University
and transfer those credits
back to the college youre attending
More than 900 courses
Accelerate your degree program
or get back on schedule
Complete general education courses
Complete a two- semester science course sequence in
just 12 weeks Biology Chemistry or Physics
Affordable tuition
Day and evening classes
Easy admission and registration
Check out our course schedule and download a visiting student application at
wwwcsuohioedu
Or call toll- free
18- 88CSU0HI0
Make the smart choice this summer choose
0
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Kevin Guckc
THE GOSPEL AT COLONUS
Tine Bolton Theater presents Ihe Gospel at Colonus this week from Thursday April
8 through Saturday April 10 The production was conceived and adapted by Lee Breuer
with music composed by Bob Tclson Associate Professor of Drama Jonathan Tazewell
directs Kenyons production
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Lobby Hero lobbies for attention at Hill Theater
BYJOSEPH REYES
Guest Writer
This past weekends produc-
tion of Lobby Hero achieved a
wonderful rapport with its audi-
ence through laughs Kenneth
Lonergans swift witty dialogue
and the brilliant moments ofphysi-
cality provided by director Chris
Loud 06 combined to form a pro-
duction that was both entertaining
and endearing As a member of the
Friday audience I found myself
laughing more often than not in
the first act yet slowly coming to
understand the grave nature of the
plot as the production progressed
Jeff Todd Dermoid 06 is a
security guard at a New York apart-
ment building of little note whose
big mouth
lands him in In this
the midst of
a murder in-
vestigation
cast and
with a crime
and con-
sequently which the
the twisted tackles issuesmachinery
of police and gender
department
sexism In humor
06 is interrogated by Tricia Moreno 06 in Lobby Hero
production the
crew wrestled t0do
drama in
playwright
of sex
through
Arts
Kevin Guclces
actually going outside
In retrospect the humor of
Lobby Hero production should
have led me to come to grips with
the very real and important issyes
at hand in the play While it made
me laugh the interpretation was
scattered and lost potency in the
transition from the firsr act into
the second As I sat in the Hill
Theater I simply did not under-
stand why the performance was still
going Even so the actors worked
admirably with the rigors of a dif-
ficult script and the relatively light
hand of the director synthesizing a
production that was entertaining
if inconsistent Lobby Hero chal-
lenged its actors especially Det-
mold and Moreno and gave them
the opportunity to excel
of outlaws struggling against the
decline of the Old West its set in
1913 Controversial at the time
of its original release for its graphic
violence this is the story of Pike Wil-
liam Holden and his group of fellow
oudaws including Ernest Borgnine
Edmond OBrian and Warren Oates
When a planned train robbery goes
awry they find diemselves on the run
and being tracked by a former ally
Robert Ryan
Just about every actor in this
film does a great job Holden and
Ryan are especially excellent as two
former friends who now by chance
find themselves on opposite sides
of the law The desolate scenery of
the Southwest provides the perfect
backdrop for this dark violent and
surprisingly introspective film The
necessary violence explores Peck-
inpahs themes of male bonding and
the collision of the Old West with the
modern world
Though perhaps not as shocking
as it was in 1969 The Wild Bunch is
the kind of film that cant have a happy
ending There are no good guys and
no one is innocent But Peckinpah
gives us an exciting ride widi this ex-
quisite film about men who see their
world coming to an end and just want
to go out on top
Jason Smith
the second act Without a guid-
ing hand in the latter half of the
production the cause and effect
of character decisions became un-
clear and I found myself satisfied
that events were resolved with still
20 minutes of show left to go My
interest and attention had focused
on the humor and it was difficult
to switch modes to the more impor-
tant thematic repercussions
Detmold completing a por-
tion of his senior exercise in drama
delivered an excellent performance
portraying a wide variety of emo-
tions yet remaining coherent and
funny His interpretation of Jeff
was perhaps the most complex of
the four characters providing a
compulsive jokester an uncertain
young man who finds himself in
a situation
where he has
the capacity
some
thinggreat
though he
cannot de-
cide if it is a
great good
a great evil
or both Det
molds amaz
ing control
of his expression and ability to
speak quickly yet clearly and to
make himself understood despite a
vocal audience impressed me
Tricia Moreno 06 as Dawn
started out as a demure young
policewoman who seemed to sub-
mit unwittingly to Bills Rubin
Miller 06 impression of her as
a little girl but quickly evolved as
as even close to conscientious
Writerdirector Stephen Gaghan
Traffic does an excellent job of
assembling all of these pieces into
a coherent film without trying to
dumb down the complexities of the
situation A clever and compelling
i
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Some people dont like ER George CIo
portrayal of a problem with no easy
solutions the film is equally critical of
all sides of the politics involved With
many characters and plotlines Syriana
can be a little overwhelming to watch
but it is worth the effort
Good Night and Good Luck
Saturday April 8 800pm
she discovered new
information Though
at times she spoke
softly Moreno held
my attention through
anxious believable
movements slipping
her hands into her
back pockets rub-
bing the end of her
nightstick pointing
Her interpretation of
the character might
have been clearer
had her lines been
crisper there were
several points in the
second act where I
found myself feeling
as though pieces of
the story were miss Todd Detmold
ing Moreno chose a
difficult role for her
thesis a character who changed
many times over the course of
the production and made crucial
decisions important to all of the
characters on stage
Some of the funniest moments
in the production came when Bill
swaggered onto the stage and ex-
erted his manhood over the rest
of the characters In short spurts
Miller was hilarious yet his perfor-
mance seemed to encompass only
one emotional level and as a result
did not live up to the comedic po-
tential of the script Despite this
Miller succeeded in portraying a
truly frightening character Though
I laughed at his actions the laugh-
ter held a perturbed edge
Brian Kettler 08 took on the
role of William and performed
Another film featuring George
Clooney GoodNight and GoodLuck
was also directed and co- written by
the prolific actorauteur The film
tells the story of news anchor Edward
R Murrow David Strathairn who
famously took on Senator Joseph
utpyahoomovicscom
ey recieves constructive criticism in Syiiana
McCarthy at the height of his anti-
Communist hysteria Along with his
producer Fred Friendly Clooney
and the rest of the CBS news staff
Murrow boldly stands up to McCar-
thy putting his career and possibly
his freedom on the line in the name
of the truth
Though the film features a large
admirably as a man who essen-
tially pulled himself up by his
bootstraps yet remains immured
in a family that fails to meet his
standards The choice of a subtle
Brooklyn accent did little to im-
prove my understanding of his ac-
tions yet Kettler did an impressive
job of internalizing the vernacular
and keeping that work from inter-
fering with the characters actions
on stage Finally the lighting design
David Flaherty 07 combined
with the set Lily Moore- Coll
07 was a successful aspect of the
dramatic illusion When charac-
ters transitioned in and out of the
indoor section of the stage into
the outside the lights dimmed
quickly allowing the audience to
believe that the characters were
ensemble Robert Downey Jr Jeff
Daniels and Patricia Clarkson are
among the performers Strathairn
anchors the film with Murrow s rec- reated
voice and mannerisms Clooney
also made a great decision in using
archive footage of McCarthy rather
than hiring an actor for the part ap-
parendy some test audiences unaware
of this felt that the actor playing Mc-
Carthy was overacting
This is an engrossing and en-
tertaining film but its also one of
very few films that can legitimately
be called important Much like
All the Presidents Men Good Night
and Good Luck reminds us of the
power and necessity of a strong free
press We are reminded of the differ-
ence between objectivity and simply
avoiding the truth for fear of being
called biased Murrow insists that
he merely reports the facts and hes
right McCarthy happens not to like
the facts and that doesnt make Mur-
row any less objective Good Night
and Good Luck is a powerful reminder
of all of this and one of the best films
of 2005
The Wild Bunch
Wednesday April 21 1015 pm
A classic Western from famed
director Sam Peckinpah 1969 s Vie
Wild Bunch shows an aging group
this produc
tion the cast and crew wrestled
with a crime drama in which the
playwright tackles issues of sex and
gender through humor Though
the audience laughed there is a
question as to whether this model
paid off
The humor pulled me in
yet Kenyons production did not
capitalize on the darker nature of
Syriana
Friday April 7 800pm
An ambitious complex geopol- itical
thriller Syriana weaves togedier
a number of interlocking stories set
against the backdrop of the world oil
market The many story threads that
make up the film include a veteran
CIA agent George Clooney forced
to question the morality of his work
the head of a major oil company
Chris Cooper Adaptation trying
to access Kazakhstans oil fields the
two princes of Kazakhstan fighting
for control of the country a trader
Matt Damon who forms an alli-
ance with one of the princes after his
sons death and an idealistic lawyer
Jeffrey Wright Broken Flowers
hired to investigate the merger while
pressured by his superiors to give it
the go- ahead
Many other characters figure in
the proceedings as well and there is
no real lead among die many recog-
nizable faces George Clooney won
an Oscar for his portrayal of Robert
Barnes a fictionalized version of Rob-
ert Baer who wrote the memoir that
the film helped inspire and it was
well- deserved His portrayal of a man
struggling with a moral crisis is rivet-
ing and he dominates every scene he
is in Wright is very good as well as the
only character who could be described
PI j
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Track travels to Wooster for Invitational Lords take Denison
BY DONOVAN ORTEGA
Staff Reporter
of Woosters meet an invitational
event which included eight Ohio
teams Even in the cold Kenyons
men didnt hold back
Brandon Balthrop 08 leapt an
inch shy of 43 feet in the triple jump
easily earning first place Second in
the event Matt Fielder 07 was the
closest to competing with Balthrop
jumping 40 feet
Distance saw the same standout
stars as the breakouts of the indoor
season While Rich Bartholomew
06 cruised to fifth place in the
5000- meter with a time just under
rS00 tensions brewed in other
events Although not competing
headtoh- ead this weekend Jim
Boston 09 and Mark Geiger 06
renewed their winter rivalry for the
spring Geiger took fourth in his
event the 3000- meter Boston con-
fidently completed the 1 500 in 4 1 2
a time good enough for fifth place
1 think Boston isgettingalittle
too cocky after his DMR kick he
may need to get taken down a peg
before the season ends commented
Geiger He also added The team
however still seems to be working
very well together
Ladies distance didnt remain
in the shadows cither With Lauren
Rand 06 and Jessica Francois 06
leading the way for Kenyon the team
showed great valor against not only
the competition but also the even
harsher cold
Francois reached the finish of
the 5000- meter event in 1954 The
same event claimed two University of
Edinboro runners through attrition
a result of the tough weather Fran-
cois came in sixth
The 1 500 meters an event that
was slowed considerably by the cold
may not have seen runners drop out
but that didnt stop Lauren Rand
06 Rand pursued her opponents
at close range using intimidation
to earn herself a scoring position
in sixth
Its really difficult to go into
a race like this when its so cold
said Francois Distance runners
can build up some heat but sprint-
ers dont have enough time to get
warm and can injure themselves very
easily No matter what distance you
run though you feel every injury in
this kind ofweather
The Lords faced ten teams
over the weekend at the College
BY CHESTER LIWOSZ
Staff Reporter
Kenyon Ladies track traveled
to the College of Wooster over
the weekend to face off against
ten Ohio teams in the Wooster
Invitational Although smaller than
their last competition th is meet pro-
vided an opportunity for the athletes
to gauge themselves against runners
in their own division
Katie Walker 06 and Anna
Esty 06 dueled in a pair of heated
sprintingevents Walker took round
one beating Esty by a position in the
1 00- meter dash with a 1 326 second
run Esty came up just a hair short of
beating Walker mustering a time of
1342 seconds
Round two between the two
seniors came in the second event
the 200 meters Again Esty and
Walker ran very close speeds Esty
however prevailed slicing off an ex-
tra second at the end to beat Walker
by two spots
In the 400- meter hurdles
Jenna Rose 07 showed amazing
stamina Her 112 time posted
fourth best earning considerable
points for the team
thing we fixed in the next game
Dan Shelley 07 started the second
halfof the double header and pitched well
taking Kenyon into the fifth inningwith a
4- 2 lead It was then that the Kenyon bats
unleashed on the Denison pitching staff
collecting four runs to extend their lead
to 8- 2 Jake Calcei 09 laced a triple to left
field driving in a run which was followed
by a Matt Marcynzyk 06 RBI double
Second baseman Carlin Shoemaker 07
and centerfielder Chad Rothschild 07
extended the big inningwith RBI hits of
their own ensuring a Kenyon victory
The leaders of this team stepped
it up said Nick Fanning 08 We were
upset by the outcome of the first game
Denison is a good team but they cant
hang us when we are playing Lords
baseball
The game finished with the score
of 10- 8 Shelley picking up the win his
fourth on the year The Lords now face
their toughest task of the season as they
take their narional rankingof 28th to face
the College of Wooster a national pow-
erhouse The Scots are ranked second in
the country and serve as a true test of how
Kenyon stacks up on the national level
I am not sure Wooster cares that
we are ranked said Yorlano They know
we played them tough last year and even
stole a game from them so I am sure they
will be ready But ultimately for both
teams its about which of us come to play
on Saturday
The Lords travel to Wooster
to take on the Scots April 8 and 9 at
The Kenyon Lords baseball team
split a double header with rival Denison
University last weekend increasing their
win total for the year to 18 just three
games behind last years record- breaking
total of 2 1 Not only did they come closer
to shattering the record they set only ayear
before but they also attained a national
ranking of 28th in the country accord-
ing to the American Baseball Coaches
Associarion the highest ranking ever for
a Kenyon baseball team
Its nice to know that people all
around Division III baseball are startingto
take notice of our baseball program
said Chris Yorlano 08 We are in the
process of putting backtob- ack solid
seasons together and are turning around
the baseball program here so its nice to
be recognized by people outside of our
school and conference
The first game of the double header
featured good pitching by starter Michael
Coe 06 who managed to keep the Deni-
son hitters off balance all day scattering
nine hits over seven innings evenrually
giving up the games winning run in the
bottom of the seventh with the score tied
4- 4 The Lords had 1 1 hits of their own
but left men in scoring position too often
leaving the door open for Denisons late-
inning heroics
Coe pitched a good game said
Hugh Guill 08 but unfortunately we
were unable to back him up with the run
strong in area conference
support our team needed to win Its some 1 00 pm
Lacrosse falters in close game
L W U y l I
ift
Softball looks
BY AMYTHURBER
Staff Reporter
Ladies Softball fared well in their
spring break trip to Orange County
California going 3- 7 against some steep
competition They began the season
with a 6- 3 win against the number
eight team in the nation Methodist
College Kate Zdrojeski 07 led the
team behind the plate with three hits
and Stefani Hemingson 08 gave a solid
performance from the mound giving up
only five hits Other highlights from the
trip included wins over Illinois College
and Wesleyan College Although the
Ladies struggled in some of their other
games Head Coach Stephanie Monday
was glad the team got the experience It
gave us a chance to see where we are as a
program and where we want to go We
faced some of the best pitching hitting
and defense in the country
Back in Ohio the Ladies have
already played eight games winning
three Most recently the Ladies split
their conference opener against Hiram
College 3- 1 3- 7 In the first game
Hiram got up one in the first inning
but the ladies were able to tie it up
in the 6th The game went into extra
innings where Sara Schoenhoft 07 hit
iiv- che winning run with a double in
the 8th This was not the first time the
Ladies won a game in such a dramatic
fashion In a game against John Carrol
University they were down 6- 3 in the
Kenyons offense with pesky slaps and
bodv checks resulting in missed offensive
opporrunities
We did not handle the ball well
in some key moments in the game as
well as execute our team offense said
Head Coach Brendan McWilliams
Our defense also struggled clearing the
ball turnovers being a very key factor in
this game Ohio Wesleyan just possessed
the ball better and minimized our op-
portuniries
In spite of Kenyons sloppy play the
Lords exhibited their scrappiness fighting
hard to combat a reserved Bishop arrack
which was content to hold the ball and
waste time With time winding down
in the fourth quarter Harvey raked an
unassisred goal past the Bishop keeper to
give him his third score of the game and
regain Kenyon momentum tor the first
time since early in the second quarter
With Kenyon a man up Luke Larson
06 followed Harveys lead and notched
his second goal of the match with 201
left in the game Unfortunately the late
Kenyon rally would not culminate in
another Lord score and Ohio Wesleyan
would hold on to their slim lead rushing
our on the field to celebrate as the final
horn sounded
Losing to OWU was definitely
the hardest loss Ive had here at Kenvon
said Adam Weinman 06 But were not
packing it in at this point if anything
were working even harder to make sure
we dont lose again
The Lords play Colorado College
this Saturday at 400 pm on McBride
Field
BY DONOVAN ORTEGA
Staff Reporter
The Ohio Wesleyan Bishops lacrosse
team traveled to Gambier on Saturdav
and overcame the Kenyon Lords in a very
close match The final score of the match
was 8- 7 The game could have been won
by either team but it was obvious that
the Lords were not playing to their full
potential turning the ball over uncharac-
teristically on the offensive end and letting
the Bishops run free while on defense
We werent as crisp as we could
have been said Brad Harvey 06 For
whatever reason we did not play funda-
mental lacrosse
The game was tied 1- 1 in the sec-
ond quarter when Kenyon unleashed a
scoring spree that had them up 4- 1 and
in confident control of the match But
as Kenyon got comfortable the Bishops
took advantage and managed to answer
Kenyons scores with three consecutive
goals of their own deadlocking the game
in a 4- 4 tie at halftime The Bishops
carried their first- half momentum into
the third period rattling off two more
scores in the first seven minutes to take
a 6- 4 lead Kenyons Sean ONeill 06
managed to counter the Bishops unan-
swered goals with a score of his own due
to a creative assist from Devin Carlin
09 Despite this score the third quarter
featured more scoring from the tireless
Bishops who added their seventh and
eighth goals to extend their lead to 8- 5
going into the fourth quarter In the final
period Ohio Wesleyan would not score
again but they would manage to frustrate
The Ladies outfield players dive for the ball
bottom of the 7th and rallied on hits
by Schoenhoft and Kelly Adams 09 to
tie the game With runners on Heather
McDonagh 09 came in as the pinch
hitter and got an RBI single to win the
game Were definitely a comeback
team said captain Megan Sheasby 06
Weve been doing most of our scoring
in later innings
The Ladies are looking good as
they move deeper into conference play
I dont think there is a weak spot in the
line up Anyone can put the ball in play
Kevin Guckcs
in hope of ending an opposing offense
and make things happen said Sheasby
Coach Monday is also happy with what
she has seen so far saying We knew
when we decided to go to California
that we would be facing some very good
teams We wanted that challenge and
we responded pretty well That will
definitely give us an advantage as we en-
ter conference play The ladies will face
off against Denison Wednesday before
heading down to Cincinatti this week-
end for games against Marietta College
and Mount St Joeseph College
i n i ii i i I i i
The mens tennis team is ranked not lost a match at Kenyon since Ohio Wesleyan Denison Hope Al
17th in the country after their latest 2001 and look to keep that streak bion Woosrer DePauw Kalamazoo
match against Luther College They alive on Friday when they host the and Oberlin Kenyon is ranked no3
are 8- 2 this season losing only to Great Lakes College Association behind Kalamazoo and DePauw
Mary Washington and Northwood Tournament Kenyon gets a first- round bye
University both ranked in the There are ten teams participat and then faces no 6 Albion at 11
top 10 of NA1A The Lords have ing in this tournament Wabash am on Friday
